Georgia law requires:
When you vote in person, you need a photo ID.

Bring one of these six forms of identification to Vote!

1. A Georgia driver’s license, even if expired
2. A valid state or federal government issued photo ID, including one issued by the Department of Driver Services or your county registrar’s office
3. Valid U.S. passport
4. Valid employee photo ID from any branch, department, agency, or entity of the U.S. Government, Georgia, or any county, municipality, board, authority, or other entity of this state
5. Valid U.S. military photo ID
6. Valid tribal photo ID

If you do not have one of these acceptable forms of ID, a Georgia Voter Identification Card is available FREE of charge in your county registrar’s office or at any Department of Driver Services Office. You are not required to include any identification when voting absentee by mail.

Questions? Call 1-877-725-9797 or visit www.GaPhotoID.com